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Described in this report is a method
for the fabrication of a versatile , inex
pensive rack for microcentrifuge tubes
that offers distinct advantages over con
ventional plastic racks. In addition to
holding a larger number of samples
than conventional plastic racks, this
rack can also support samples in an ice
slurry or shallow water bath. Since
these racks take about five minutes to
make and cost under a dollar, they may
offer a cost-effective alternative to
cardboard sample storage boxes .

The ideal raw material for a rack
should be inexpensive, readily avail
able, easy to manipulate, able to
withstand the temperature extremes
encountered in the laboratory, includ
ing autoclaving, and be chemically
inert. Galvanized hardware cloth meets
these requirements, although it is not as
chemically inert as the plastics used in
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conventional racks. Galvanized hard
ware cloth is available from hardware
stores or lumberyards in a variety of
mesh sizes. One-half-inch (1.27 em)
mesh is appropriate for 1.5-mL micro
centrifuge tubes. The material comes in
rolls that are 24-in. (61 em) wide and
cost about a dollar per linear foot (30.5
em); one linear foot can provide
enough material for two racks . Gener
ally, smaller hardware stores sell the
material by the linear foot, while larger
lumberyards sell prepackaged rolls.

To make this device , obtain a small
polystyrene shipping container from
the laboratory that could serve as an
impromptu ice bucket. The container
should be square or rectangular, fit into
a water bath and, ideally, about 5-10
em deep. With the container oriented as
an ice bucket, measure the length and
width of the top surface. Add 10 em to
the width and length measurements.
This is the total amount of material
needed for the rack. Use a pair of wire
cutters to remove the desired amount of
material. Cut so that the length of the
protruding wire is minimized. Then,
use the wire cutters to cut a 5-cm
square out of each comer. Center the
flat piece of hardware cloth over the ice
bucket. Five centimeters of material
should extend over each side. Using a
firm surface, such as a benchtop, bend
this extra material down until an
approximately 90° angle is achieved .
The bent material serves as legs for the
rack and helps to anchor the rack to the
ice bucket. Finally, use duct tape to
cover the protruding wires at each
comer.
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